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Adjusting the structure of single crystalline Ni-Mn-Ga or 

Ni-Mn-Sn alloys by magneto-mechanical treatments allow 

obtaining a well-defined microstructure i.e. to reduce the 

number of variants and to decrease the twinning stress. The 

training process, as the last step in the preparation procedure 

of Ni-Mn-Ga alloys consists of multi-axis compression and 

is necessary to obtain magnetic field-induced strain in Ni-

Mn-Ga single crystals. In the first stage of deformation, the 

variant reorganization is strongly dominated by the so-

called Muellner-King mechanism (or orthogonal shear 

process). This process plays an essential role in progress 

towards the single variant state. The coordinate change of 

conjugate twin plane affects the other configuration of 

variants leading to the removal of conjugation boundary by 

coordinated secondary twinning and reorganization of 

neighboring areas. The given mechanism appears to be fully 

controlled by martensite crystallography being fully 

consistent with the distribution of martensitic variants. The 

orthogonal shear process or the opposite process which may 

operate during martensitic transformation is also shown for 

Ni-Mn-Sn single crystals. It strongly indicates that this 

process is general and cannot be limited only to Ni-Mn-Ga 

alloys. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Martensitic transformation results in several 

martensitic variants the number of which heavily depends 

on the symmetry change {Bhattacharya, 2003]. The 

symmetry change which occurs diffusionless involves a 

shear deformation leading to self-accommodated and well-

organized microstructures. Concerning the crystallography 

two groups of boundaries can be distinguished as a product 

of thermoelastic martensitic transformations. The first one 

entails interphases which strictly follow twin relation. The 

specific symmetry operations may yield even up to four 

different twin boundaries: type I, type II, and in some 

particular cases modulation and a-b boundaries [Chulist et 

al. 2013]. Detail microstructural investigations also shown 

other elements such as inter-colony, inter-plate and 

conjugation boundaries which deviate from twin relation 

[Czaja et al. 2016]. Combining the microstructural and 

crystallographic orientation information a hierarchy in 

boundary formation is found. This specific sequence results 

in a corresponding orientation relationships breaking the 

symmetry between the variants itself. As a result different 

groups of orientations can be obtained [Chulist et al. 2016]. 

Adjusting the microstructure of single crystalline Ni-Mn-Ga 

or Ni-Mn-Sn alloys by magneto-mechanical treatment 

allows obtaining a well-defined microstructure i.e. to reduce 

the number of variants and to decrease the twinning stress. 

The training process, as the last step in the preparation 

procedure of Heusler systems such as Ni-Mn-Ga  or Ni-Mn-

Sn alloys consists of multi-axis compression and is 

necessary to obtain single variants state. In turn, this allows 

a magnetic field-induced strain (MFIS) [Ullakko et al. 

1996]. Recently, Muntifering et al. have shown the so-

called Müllner-King mechanism (also named orthogonal 

shear process) in a Ni-Mn-Ga non-modulated (NM) alloys 

[Muntifering et al. 2016]. Using in-situ transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) straining experiments the 

authors showed experimentally the removal of conjugation 

boundaries (CBs) by coordinated secondary twinning. In 

this paper we show that the orthogonal shear process plays 

an essential role on the path towards the single variant state 

since at the first stage of deformation the variant 

reorganization is strongly dominated by this process. 
fabrication method of the materials, which can be fabricated 

in powder form in order to obtain net-shape final product. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

To investigate the orthogonal shear process single crystals 

with composition of Ni50Mn28.8Ga21.2 and Ni49.5Mn38.4Sn12.2  

(in at. %) were used. Initially, a polycrystalline ingot was 

prepared from high purity elements of Ni–Mn– alloy 

(purity: Ni = 99.999%, Mn = 99.98%, Ga = 99.99% and Sn 

= 99.99%) by an arc furnace under argon atmosphere. The 

polycrystalline ingots were re-melted for homogeneity. The 

single crystal growth was performed using the Bridgman 

method. Subsequently, from a large crystal samples of 

2x2x8 mm3 was cut with <100> and <110> orientations. 

For crystal orientation electron backscatter diffraction 

(EBSD) was employed. Mechanical training was performed 

on an Instron testing machine at room temperature under a 

compressive stress up to 50 MPa and at a strain rate of 10-3 

s-1. Before mechanical testing each surface of the crystal 

was mechanically ground and electropolished. In order to 

measure the orientation relationship between the austenite 

and martensite a Murano 525 heating stage manufactured 

by Gatan was used. The samples were stuck with an highly 

elastic glue to avoid any additional constrains coming from 

the heating plate. Backscattered electron (BSE) imaging and 

EBSD measurements were performed using a high 



resolution field emission FEI FEGSEM Quanta 3D 

equipped with a BSE and EBSD detectors. 

RESULTS 

CBs which separate two set of conjugate twin planes are 

formed during martensitic transformation. Typically, 

nucleus contain two pair of conjugated variants separated 

by an inter-plate boundary (IPB). By analogy to twin 

interfaces the same symmetry operation can be used to IPB 

(mirror symmetry with respect to K1 – type I or rotation 

about n1 by 180°, type II). However in case of IPB they obey 

this relation only morphologically. As a next, the initial 

material with self-accommodated microstructure was 

compressed at room temperature up to a strain of 1.5% 

along the <100> direction. The mechanical response of 

single crystals was strongly localized following a Lüders-

type deformation. As deformation proceeds a coordinated 

change of twin boundaries takes place. Fig. 1.  This process 

involves a refinement of twin structure and leads to a more 

equal distribution of martensitic variants. In Fig. 1 a more 

complex rearrangement of twin boundaries can also be seen. 

In the centre area, a coordinated exchange of non-conjugate 

twin systems occurs. As before, a significant twin 

refinement can be observed. This strongly indicated that the 

orthogonal shear process can operate not only in conjugate 

twin systems but also between non-conjugate ones. Both 

mechanisms are shear dominant processes leading to a 

lattice rotation. As a consequence, this process always 

initiates the redistribution of martensitic variants on the way 

to single-variant state during training procedure and it 

seems to be mandatory prior to the removal of fine twin 

boundaries. 

 

  
 

Figure 1:  BSE images showing a change of non-conjugated 

planes and reorganization of adjacent lamellae. 

CONCLUSION 

The so-called orthogonal shear process was studied 

experimentally in NiMnGa and NiMnSn single crystals. It 

is shown that a coordinated change of twin planes initiates 

variant reorientation upon mechanical training. It leads to 

straightening of IPBs by removal of type II twins and type 

II IPBs. As a consequence fine twins of type I and only one 

type of IPBs (type I) are formed.  
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